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HOW SHALL CALIFORNIA GOVERNMENT MEET THE
CHALLENGE OF ATOMIC ENERGY?
By HENRY A. DIETZt AND ALBERT W HARRIS JR.tt
In 1945, the impact of a bomb on Hiroshima signalled the beginning of
a new military era. That it was also a beacon of a new industrial era was
apparent only to a few Nine years later, the Congress of the United States
declared that the Federal monopoly of atomic energy for primarily military
purposes was at an end; that it was the policy of the Federal Government
to encourage the rapid development of a privately owned and operated
atomic energy industry devoted to peacetime purposes.1
Today this promise is on the way to reality in the United States.
Nuclear power reactors, still in the experimental and developmental stage,
are sprinkled throughout the country. A vast number of uses for radioactive materials in medicine, industry and agriculture have been developed.
California is the center of a great deal of atomic activity. The construction
of privately owned nuclear reactors has been authorized in Livermore and
San Ramon.' A total of 1,653 authorizations for varied uses of radioisotopes by 286 users in this state have been issued by the Atomic Energy
Commission (hereafter referred to as the AEC) ' Among others the General Electric Company, Aerojet-General and Tracerlab, Inc., are engaging
in atomic activity in the San Francisco Bay area.
That this development poses great problems of protection of industry
and public health and safety in California is obvious. What is not so obvious is the impact of this new and in many ways revolutionary industry upon
nearly all branches of our state government. That the Legislature, Governor, Disaster Council, Department of Industrial Relations and Department of Public Health will be concerned with the use of radioactive materials, is apparent; that among others, the Department of Agriculture,
Department of Fish and Game, State and Regional Water Pollution Control Boards, Public Utilities Commission, Department of Highway Patrol,
Department of Motor Vehicles, Department of Insurance, Franchise Tax
Board, Department of Finance, State Personnel Board, Department of
The authors wish to acknowledge the encouragement and helpful suggestions of the Attorney General of California, Edmund G. Brown.
t Assistant Attorney General, State of California, B.S. 1929, University of Oregon, LL.B.
1933, University of California, Hastings College of Law.
t#Deputv Attorney General, State of California, A.B. 1951, University of California,
Berkeley; LL.B. 1954, University of California School of Law, Berkeley.
1 The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 68 STAT. 921-69 STAT. 482, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 2011-2394

(Supp. 1954).
Oakland Tribune, Sept. 30, 1956, p. 1, col. 2.
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Water Resources, Department of Investment, Department of Professional
and Vocational Standards and its various boards, Harbor Commissioners,
Superintendent of Public Instruction, The Regents of the University of
California, Department of Natural Resources, and the Attorney General
will, in varying degrees, be similarly concerned, may not be so clear. The
above list does not take into account the concern of county and city governments.
It is the purpose of the authors of this article to sketch the impact of
this baby industry upon the matrix of state government in California and
consider the manner by which the state may best integrate atomic energy
control and promotion into its existing framework of agencies, boards and
commissions. It is not our purpose to be definitive of all problems. Nor is
it to advocate any particular substantive rules; interest and understanding
are called for now. The authors firmly believe that in any approach to this
problem two factors must be kept in mind and close balance: (1) the protection of the public; and (2) the greatest possible development of peacetime use of atomic energy for the public good. Consideration of but one
factor without the other would only stultify, confuse and thwart the orderly
development of this new power which has so much to offer present and
future generations.
Why must California today assume atomic energy governmental responsibilities? Basically, this is due to the change in Federal responsibility
resulting from the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.' Prior to 1954 those who
operated atomic energy facilities and possessed fissionable material did so
as employees, agents, or contractors of the federal government. Under the
new act, the AEC may make available large quantities of special nuclear
materials to private owners of facilities designed to produce or utilize the
material, although ownership of the material is still reserved to the federal
government.
While these private parties must operate under licenses from the AEC,
they will be stripped of their immunity as federal agents and subjected to
state law to a yet undetermined but vastly greater degree than before.
As users of atomic facilities have come into a new legal status, decision
making as to the nature and extent of peacetime development is continually
shifting from the national government through a diffusing process to the
private users themselves. More aptly stated, there has been and is a subtle
but continuous shift in the "locus of initiative."5 As decision making comes
4 See note 1 supra. The following analysis, and the impetus for this article, is based on an
article by William A. W. Krebs and Robert L. Hamilton, The Role of the States in Atomic
Development, 21 LAW AND CONTEMP. PROBLEMS 182 (1956).

It was this article dealing gen-

erally with the states that spurred the interest of the authors to deal specifically with California.
5 Krebs and Hamilton, ibid.
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into private hands, the interests of the state government in protecting its
citizens concurrently arises. As will be indicated, this will involve nearly
all of our state instrumentalities.
The Atomic Energy Act of 1954
The extent to which the traditional power of the states to regulate health
and safety hazards has been displaced by the federal government with
respect to atomic energy activities is still an open, and an exceedingly complicated, question. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 is a comprehensive statute relating to many aspects of atomic energy.0 Much of it is devoted to
matters such as military application, patents and international activities.
The sections affecting peace-time use of atomic energy require the licensing
by the AEC of persons (1) To possess and use source material, special
nuclear material, by-product material' and (2) To possess facilities for the
production or utilization of special nuclear material for commercial or medical therapy or research and developmental purposes.8 Each license is conditioned on the requirement of conformity with AEC health and safety
regulations.' In addition the AEC is specifically authorized broad rulemaking power over health and safety conditions in using radioactive material'0 and in conducting any activity authorized by the act,"1 together
with the authority to administer such regulations.' 2
Hence while the act authorizes the ownership of atomic energy facilities and the use of radioactive material by private persons, it reserves extensive regulatory power to the federal government. The validity of this assertion of federal power has yet to be determined, but in the "Findings" of
Congress, included in the act, a complete basis of constitutional authority is laid. The power to provide for the common defense and national
security and the power to regular interstate commerce are principally relied
on, together with the power to dispose of government property (special
nuclear material).'a Assuming the validity of the act in these respects, the
thorny question is whether or not, and to what extent, the field of atomic
6 68 STAT. 921-69 STAr. 482, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 2011-2394 (Supp. 1954).
7
Id. at U.S.C.A. §§ 53, 63, 81. "Special nuclear material" is a word of art in the Act....
(1) plutonium, uranium enriched in the isotope 233 or in the isotope 235, and other material
which the Commission, pursuant to the provisions of section 51, determines to be special
nuclear material, but does not include source material; or (2) any material artificially enriched
by any of the foregoing, but does not include source material.
81d. at U.S.C.A. §§ 103, 104.
9
Id. at U.S.C.A. §§ 103(b) ; 104(b), (c) ; Sec. 81 provides that use by a licensee of byproduct materials in violation of the regulations is cause for recalling the material.
0
1Id. at U.S.C.A. § 161(b).
31Id. at U.S.C.A. § 161(i) (3).
2
Id. at U.S.C.A. § 16 1(p).
13 1d. §2.
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energy regulation is pre-empted by the federal government to the exclusion of the states.14 The authors have no intention of attempting to answer
these questions, feeling that the answer will depend upon the specific type
of regulation involved, the object to which it is directed and all the surrounding facts and circumstances which, in a specific situation, are relevant
to balancing the need for national uniformity against what may be a matter
of grave danger to legitimate local interests.
Whatever the scope and sweep of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, there
are many aspects of what may be loosely called "atomic energy" that the
act does not purport to include. For example, certain types of radiation
(x-ray machines) and radioactive material (naturally occurring radioactive material such as radium and accelerator-produced radioisotopes not
distributed by the AEC) are not covered by the act. The usual type of industrial hazards, such as exits, entrances, lighting, ventilation and washrooms, associated with production and utilization facilities remain under
state control.
In determining the proper type of state activity, it should be remembered that the act specifically authorizes the AEC to enter into agreements
with state agencies for the performance of "such functions on its behalf
as may appear desirable."' 5 This could result in State administration, where
feasible, of the AEC regulations, and provide for state authorities an opportunity to closely observe atomic activities permitting at least informal
protection from health and safety hazards. There is also a possibility that
the state might adopt and enforce regulations identical to the federal regulations.1 6
In light of the local hazards to health and safety, state agencies and
officials should at least understand the problems associated with atomic
energy and if, considering the jurisdictional complexities involved, it is
decided that a course of inaction is desirable, then it will be a decision
consciously arrived at and not the result of oversight

I
The Regulation of Atomic Activities
The potential peacetime uses of atomic energy and radioactive materials are so diversified that no listing could possibly be all-inclusive. However, some idea of the breadth of the development may be indicated. Most
familiar is the use of x-ray and fluoroscopic machines as diagnostic and
14 See Estep, Federal Control of Health and Safety Standards in Peacetime Private Atomic
Energy Activities, 42 Micn. L. REv. 333 (1943) ; Krebs and Hamilton, supra note 4, at 190
et seq.
1542 U.S.C.A. § 161(f).
16 See Krebs and Hamilton, supra note 4, at 200-201.
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therapeutic tools of medicine. Equally familiar are various luminous objects, such as watch dials made of small amounts of radioactive material.
A whole variety of uses are possible from the production of radioisotopes,
that is, naturally stable atoms made artificially radioactive through operation of a nuclear reactor. Since the movement of these tagged atoms through
almost any type of physical matter may be traced by sensitive detection
instruments, their uses are incalculable. In medicine, agriculture, and industry there is a continually expanding area of use. Probably the most
promising objective economically is the production of electricity and steam
through heat generated by nuclear power reactors.
Hazards to health may arise from over-exposure to rays emitted by
radioactive material or by the inhalation or ingestion of contaminated materials released into the environment. The degree of hazard ranges from
the very slight radiation of a watch dial to the catastrophic potential of a
large-scale nuclear reactor.
Authorized to issue health and safety regulations by the Act of 1954,
the AEC has been some time in the formulation of its "Standards for Protection Against Radiation." A set of proposed rules were issued in July,
1955,1 and have been supplanted by another set issued November 1, 1956.18
The latest proposed rules indicate the scope of the AEC regulations, even
though they may not yet be complete in detail. None have as yet been
adopted.
The regulations 9 apply to all persons who "receive, possess, use or
transfer" special nuclear, source or by-product material under a license
issued by the Commission. Maximum permissible limits of radiation exposure and concentration of radioactive materials are established. Both
protection of the public and employees are objectives of the rules. However,
each objective is treated somewhat differently since occupational exposure
is limited to a direct personal, pathological effect while public exposure
may give rise to far-reaching and yet undetermined genetic effects. Hence,
there are distinctions based on "restricted" and "unrestricted" areas with
respect to radiation levels, concentrations of airborne radioactive materials
and concentrations released into air or water. A section of the regulation is
devoted to waste disposal, primarily a public hazard. Other sections require precautionary measures (monitoring practices, signs, labels) and the
keeping of records and making of reports.
The latest proposed rules purport to apply to even unlicensed sources
of radiation when used by a licensee together with licensed sources. The
17 20 FED. REG. 5101-5105 (1955).

Is Unpublished.
19 Ibid.
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earlier rules were limited to radiation from licensed material. Now apparently only users of solely unlicensed materials or other radiation sources
(x-ray machines or radium, for example) are free from the AEC regulations.
A. IndustrialHazards
The general industrial safety orders of the State Division of Industrial
Safety comprise our latest radiation exposure regulations." These regulations set up minimum standards for the protection of employees exposed
to potentially injurious levels of ionizing radiation. The regulations specify
a maximum permissible exposure, require competent supervisors and instruction to employees, require monitoring practices, specify how radioactive materials must be handled and stored, require warning signs, and
relate to many other details incident to use of radioactive materials.
While these regulations apply to any place of employment in the State
of California,21 they are solely occupational in character and extend to the
protection of the public only incidentally. The federal regulations on the
other hand, apply only to licensees of the AEC.
In many instances there appears to be a direct conflict between the AEC
and California regulations. Whether this will mean a conflict in practice
and whether it will lead to a test of jurisdiction, is another question. So far
there has been a great deal of cooperation and mutual understanding between federal and state authorities. To the extent that radioactive materials and uses are not covered by the AEC regulations (radium dial painting,22 devices containing radioactive material,' luminous compounds24 and
ultraviolet radiation)2 5 the California rules, applying to all ionizing radiation, 6 appear to be valid and enforceable.
Workmen's Compensation.-Whether or not California can regulate
radiation exposure, there is no doubt that the State Industrial Accident
Commission will have to adjudicate industrial injuries arising from the
exposure. There has been no indication that the federal government will
extend a compensation system to AEC licensees.
The problems that radiation injuries will present are not overwhelming
but still substantial. It is impossible to see, smell, touch or taste radiation,
and the effects of over-exposure may not become apparent until many years
20 TITLE 8 CALi.

ADMIN. CODE §§ 3800-3813, 3860-3861.

21 Id. at § 3202.
22Id. at § 3810.
23
1'd. at §3812.
24 Id. at § 3813.
25
Id. at § 3861.
26
Id. at § 3800. Cosmic radiation or such materials as normal radar or thoron in the atmosphere are not covered.
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after the exposure.27 To apply the normal rules of notice and the one-year
limit on filing claims to this situation would be to deny compensation as a
practical matter." Where an applicant had worked for some time in atomic
industry, a claim might be allowed as an occupational disease, commencing time limitations only when its effects are known.m However, the problem of proof would still be substantial since, like the applicant, no one
could testify with personal knowledge to the fact of over-exposure at any
particular time. The answer might lie in the regular use of monitoring devices to indicate the level of radiation, and the keeping of records of overexposure for long periods of time. Of course, the accuracy of such records
and their availability to the IAC at some conjectural time in the future
must be assured. If this procedure were followed, liability might be apportioned among many employers, with the state perhaps making compensation for employers outside of the jurisdiction of the state or otherwise not
responsible."0
The Insurance Commissioner of the state must approve the substance
and form of compensation policies supplied employers. 1 So long as liability
is difficult to predict, the validity of provisions will be difficult to formulate. For example, there is at present no rate established in the Insurance
Manual for radiation industrial workers.32

B. PublicHazards
In contrast to the detailed industrial safety regulations there has been
little in the way of California governmental action to protect the public
from hazards arising from atomic activity. It is in the area of public protection that the multiplicity of state instrumentalities, each with a legitimate concern over one or another aspect of the problem, becomes most
apparent.
X-Ray and FluoroscopicMachines.-Probably the most common use
of radiation today is in the operation of x-ray and fluoroscopic machines,
principally for medical uses, but increasingly as an industrial tool. Since
World War II, California has had regulations dealing with employees using
x-ray machines, both medically and industrially. 33 Whether or not regu27

See La Porte v. U.S. Radium Corp., 13 F. Supp. 263 (D.C.NJ. 1935) where radium
necrosis developed 12 years after exposure to radioactive paint.

28CA.

LABOR CoDE §§ 5400, 5405.

29 Id. at § 5412.
30 Cf. CAIF. LABOR CODE § 5500.5(b) providing similar compensation for silicosis resulting from underground metal mining operations.
31 CALIF. INs. CODE § 11658.
32
CAnIoRNIA WORIMEN'S COMPENSATION INSRANCE MAA.
33
See remarks of A. G. Blackman (Chief, Calif. Div. of Industrial Safety), CouNIcm or
STATE GovERNmENTS, TuE STATES AND ATOMIc DEVELOPMENT (1956)

p. 32.
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lations should extend to protection of patients would be the concern of the
Board of Medical Examiners and the Board of Dental Examiners as well
as the Department of Public Health. Generally there is no regulation elsewhere of diagnostic and therapeutic x-ray. 4
The Contamination or Pollution of Water.-One of the public health
hazards of most concern will probably arise from the contamination or
pollution of water by the escape of radioactive materials into water or its
sources, either accidentally or deliberately through the disposal of radioactive wastes.
The State Department of Public Health has prime responsibility in
domestic water supplies, it being designated as the permit issuing agency.
It has broad powers of inspection and enforcement to insure that such
water is pure, wholesome and potable and does not endanger the lives or
health of human beings."
Prior to 1949 the Department of Public Health was the permit agency
for sewage disposal plants and was concerned with nuisance and pollution
as well as contamination of the water of the state. However, in 1949 the
Legislature passed the Dickey Water Pollution Act 36 which created a State
Water Pollution Control Board and nine Regional Water Pollution Control Boards for various areas of the state. This act redefined the terms
"contamination," "pollution" and nuisance for the purpose of designating
the jurisdiction of these boards in controlling pollution of the waters of the
state. The State Department of Public Health was left with duties respecting contamination of the waters of the state by sewage or industrial waste
to a degree which creates an actual hazard to the public health through
poisoning or the spread of disease. It has been held that "contamination"
and "pollution" may exist at one and the same time, thereby giving both
the Water Pollution Control Boards and the State Department of Public
3
Health simultaneous jurisdiction. 7

Questions of the respective jurisdiction of the Department of Public
Health and the Water Pollution Control Boards have administratively
arisen since the passage of the Dickey Water Pollution Act and are illustrative of both administrative and legal problems that usually arise when
an existing agency has a traditional jurisdiction taken from it and a new
agency for such duties is created. As a pertinent comment, such adminis34 See Regulation of Radiation Exposure by Legislative Means, NATIONAL BUREAU OF
STANDARDS HANDBOOK 61 (1955) at p. 21; but see N.Y. SANITARY CODE, c. XVI, Reg. 8.
35 CALIF. H. & S. CODE §§ 4010-4025. For regulations governing water supplies, see Title 17,
CALIF. ADmIN. CODE.
36 1949 CALIF. STATS. C. 1549, 1550; CALIF. WATER CODE §§ 13000-13064; CALIF. H. & S.
CODE §§ 5410-5482.
37 26 Ops. CAL. ATT'Y GEN. 253 (1955).
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tive and legal problems would be multiplied manifold if a new agency with
jurisdiction over the entire field of atomic energy were created and traditional jurisdiction of the approximately 85 established agencies was taken
from them for that purpose.
Recognizing the need for at least a start on the control of radioactive
wastes the Legislature in 1955 passed an act giving the State Department
of Public Health the right to prohibit any person from disposing radioactive
wastes when the department determined that it would endanger the lives
or health of human beings. 8 Oddly enough, it also provides that the department may not prevent such disposal if it does not endanger the lives or
health of human beings. The act is highly restrictive and in view of the
question of preemption on the part of the federal government as to the
1954 act, its effectiveness is debatable. Already, however, the State Department of Public Health has had to determine its course when the question
of using radioactive material as a tracer in the Los Angeles sewage outfall
was brought to its attention. There the original proposal for a material having a half-life of 37 years could conceivably have contaminated the entire
Santa Monica Bay beach area for many years beyond that period. The substance finally allowed was one having a seven or eight day half-life. Disposal of radioactive wastes into the coastal waters of this state now being
conducted by AEC operating functions and by licensees under the 1954
Act are becoming of increasing concern. It would appear that the State Department of Public Health and the Water Pollution Control Board have
jurisdiction over pollution and contamination of not only the coastal waters
but the inland waters. Disposal for the newly authorized reactors could
pollute and contaminate both streams and ocean unless proper safeguards
are set up. So-called radioactive or "hot" fish in lakes and streams have
resulted from water-cooled operations in experimental and operative reactors. The Department of Fish and Game has a legitimate interest related
to that of the Water Pollution Control Board in protecting wildlife from
the incidental effects of contamination and pollution.39
It is the understanding of the writers that on at least two occasions the
State Department of Public Health has budgeted funds for investigation
into radioactive problems only to have them stricken from the budget by
the Legislature.
Air Pollution.-In 1955 the Legislature directed the State Department
of Public Health to maintain a program of air sanitation including but not
limited to studies to determine the health effects of air pollution; the physiological effects upon plant and animal life; the factors responsible for air
38 1955 CALiF. STATS. c. 1868; CALi.. H. & S. CODE §§ 25600--25604.

39 27 Ops. CAL.ATT'Y GEr. 217 (1956).
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pollution; to monitor air pollutants; to develop administrative means of
control of air pollution in emergencies; and to assist local agencies in effecting all of the above. ° The act also authorized the Department to make
certain agreements with public and private organizations to carry out its
duties and responsibilities. This enactment specifically placed certain study
responsibilities upon the Department with respect to air pollution, which
had heretofore been but an unspecified general health responsibility. Pollution of the air by way of radioactive wastes is, of course, part and parcel
of the general concern in the development of the use of atomic materials.
The purpose of this act was to implement and augment the state's participation in what is now rapidly becoming recognized in California as a
statewide, rather than a local, problem, to wit, air pollution. At the same
session the Legislature enacted the Bay Area Pollution Control Law setting
up an air pollution control district for nine bay area counties around San
41
Francisco Bay to deal with the control of air pollution in that vicinity.
This district has broad powers granted to it which cross county lines. It
has the usual power to pass rules and regulations, sue and be sued. It is
declared to be a public agency of the state. This district is now in operation.
In 1947 because of the increasing problem of air pollution, principally
in the Los Angeles County area, the Legislature enacted a statute providing
for an air pollution control district in each of the counties of the state.4
These districts are confined in their authority to the single county itself.
They have the usual power to pass rules and regulations. There is provision
for unified air pollution control districts in the act, but the requirement of
contiguity somewhat destroys the effectiveness of the act.4" Air pollutants
recognize no imaginary or actual land lines.
Transportation.--Whilethe Department of Industrial Relations is concerned with the safety of employees handling radioactive material in transit,
there is perhaps an even more serious problem in protecting the public within proximate range of the materials while in the stream of movement.
On the federal level, the AEC is involved with licensees, while the Postal
Department, Interstate Commerce Commission, Civil Aeronautics Board,
and the United States Coast Guard are concerned with hazards arising from
interstate commerce.44
With respect to intrastate shipments, the question of jurisdiction is not
clear. The Department of Motor Vehicles and the California Highway
40

1955 CAIr.

312, p. 1; CALIF. H. & S. CODE §§ 425-426.
c. 1797; CALIF. H. & S. CODE §§ 24345-24372.

STATS. C.

41 1955 CALIF. STATS.

42 1947 CALIF. STATS. c. 132; CAIF'. H. & S. CODE

§§ 24198-24349.

H. & S. CODE §§ 24330-24335.
44 See 49 C.F.R. §§ 71-78 (Supp. 1954) (ICC) ; 14 C.F.R. §49 (1952) (CAB); 39 C.F.R.
§§ 14.2, 15.2 (1955) (Postal Dept.) ; 46 C.F.R. § 146 (1953) (Coast Guard).
43 CALIF.
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Patrol have extensive powers over the use of the highways4 5 However,
there are extensive statutory provisions dealing with the related problem
of storage and transportation of explosives in the Health and Safety Code.4 6
Transportation by intrastate truck carrier is under the control of the Public Utilities Commission. Query: Are radioactive materials "explosives"?
The California Aeronautics Commission has never asserted any regulatory
jurisdiction over goods transported by air but might concern itself with
the adequacy of the federal regulations. 4 The Public Utilities Commission
and Harbor Commissions must be concerned with hazards arising from
water transportation and even hazards incidental to the use of piers by
ships otherwise not subject to state control.4
Radioactive Products Development.-The sale of radioactive drugs
and other industrial products to the public must invoke the concern of the
Bureau of Food and Drug Inspections of the Department of Public Health,
the Board of Pharmacy, and many professional boards such as Medical,
Dental, Nursing and Cosmetology. 9 When the processing of food by radioactive means is a fact, many health and safety problems will arise: the
safe transportation of these articles, and the wholesomeness and safety of
the food products. To speculate into the future somewhat-the development of home devices, such as stoves, lamps and heaters, involving radioactive functioning, will again invoke the interest of the Department of Public Health and others. Since the Navy has already developed an atomicpowered submarine, it may not be a distant day when atomic-powered railroad engines, automobiles, trucks and busses are a fact.
Agricultural Uses: The use of radioisotopes as tracers in the study of
fertilizers, soil fertility, plant diseases, fungicides, moisture distribution,
root growth, and photo-synthesis offers great prospects for the further understanding of the process of agriculture.50
C. Power Reactors
A primary area of emphasis in research and development today is the
construction of operational power reactors for the production of electricity.
At present, no reactor is in operation as a utility producer in the United
States. However, the generally agreed upon target date for achieving
nuclear power is 1965, not so very far off.-"
45 See CALI. VEir. CODE.
46 CATi . H. & S. CODE §§ 12000--12402. See also CALIF. PUB. UTIL. CODE § 3501 et seq.
47

4

CALIF. PUB. UTIL. CODE § 21243.
CALIF. PUB. UTnI. CODE ("For-hire Vessel Act")

3 See

§ 4501 et seq.

49 Cf. analogous problem of sale of explosives, CALUF. H. & S. CODE §§ 12100-12109.
50 CALIF. AGRICULTURAL CODE § 1010 et seq.; CALIF. PUB. RESOURCES CODE § 9000 et seq.
51
See McKinney's remarks regarding industrial safety, CoUNcIL OF STATE GovERNMENTS,

The States and Atonic Development (1956) p. 10.
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Economic Regulation.-The operation of any public utility in the State
of California brings into play the broad regulatory powers of the State
Public Utilities Commission. Whether the electricity is generated by conventional or nuclear reaction methods is immaterial."Z The PUC has control over the corporate makeup and stock and security transactions. 3 A
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity must be obtained for any
new operation or change in existing operations. 54 The Commission exercises continual control over the rates charged by the utility.55 While it has
been suggested that ratemaking for atomic energy will be no different basically than for conventional utilities in the early stages of development, 56
the investment structure and cost pattern for any particular installation
will be largely in the realm of speculation.5 7 Consideration must likewise be
given to the permissible recovery allowed in light of the extensive research
and development costs. It should be noted in this connection that this will
concern the taxing agencies of the state.
Health and Safety Hazards.-Thecreation of large-scale nuclear power
reactors will pose rather special health and safety problems. A reactor generates fantastic quantities of heat, the temperature limited only by the limitation of the component and structural materials used in the reactor. The
operation of the reactor through the continual bombardment of uranium
fuel by neutrons builds up highly radioactive by-product materials. Should
there be an escape of these by-products a hazard would be created over
many miles of territory. Further the fuel is never totally consumed and
the unconsumed portion must be recovered through chemical separation
plants. Finally, the primary cooling water bleed-off must be disposed of.
At all stages of this process highly radioactive by-products are involved
and their escape could be disastrous.
In light of these hazards, the location of a nuclear reactor is of concern
to the Public Utilities Commission, both from economic and health and
safety considerations; the Department of Public Health, the State Water
Pollution Control Board, local air pollution districts, the Fish and Game
Commission, the Department of Water Resources, the Department of Motor Vehicles and the California Highway Patrol, the State Civil Disaster
Council and innumerable local bodies in the vicinity of the proposed facility
(zoning and planning boards, county and city officers, etc.). With respect
52 CALIF. PUB. UTIL. CODE

§ 216.

53 Id. at § 816 et seq.
54 Id. at § 1001 et seq.
55 Id. at § 451.
a6 See McCarthy, Atomic Energy from the Regulator's Point of View, AMER. BA Ass'-N
PROC. 49, 1953-55 (Public Utility Law).
67 See remarks by Roddis, Possibilities for Developing Economic Small Power Reactors,
AEC Press Release dated April 26, 1956.
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to the operation of reactors, the Public Utilities Commission is vested with
authority to require safe industrial practices and to provide for the protection of the public and patrons of the utility.58 Industrial safety and public
health are normally within the jurisdiction of the Department of Industrial
Relations and the Department of Public Health.

D. Atomic Professionals
State Personnel.-Nomatter how well conceived nor how well expressed
the substantive radiation exposure regulations may be, the basic requisite
for their enforcement, as with any regulatory program, is the existence of
an adequate staff of competent personnel. Inspection alone is not necessarily the answer. Joint planning with prospective users, and systematic monitoring of air, water, liquid and solid wastes, and food should be given primary consideration in any legislation. In 1955 the California Department
of Public Health and the Division of Industrial Safety each had one inspector assigned to radiation duties. 9 The burden of expanding the number
of inspectors will fall upon the various agencies directly concerned, in coordination with the State Personnel Board.
In California, the State Personnel Board has broad powers over the
Civil Service of the state government." The position specifications, salaries
and qualifications will be of vital importance in attracting competent persons. Extensive programs of inservice training may be required to convert
present employees into effective personnel in the atomic field. Coordination
with the agencies directly concerned must be accomplished, together with
the cooperation of the Department of Finance over the costs involved and
the final approval of the Legislature.
In view of the intensive competition of the federal government and industrial concerns for trained personnel, the state will have to exert itself
more than usual to obtain the numbers of persons necessary. However, the
health and safety of the people will depend largely upon the success of our
recruiting programs. So will the encouragement of atomic industry in that
safe operations will not be hindered by untrained state personnel. Our state
agencies will have to bear in mind that over-enforcement can be fatal to
what is still essentially an experimental industry.
Competence of Users.-It is not unreasonable for the state to require
that a minimum level of competence be established by the prospective operator of radioactive materials and facilities. At present this is a responsibil58

See CALIF. PUB. UTIL. CODE §§ 451, 761, 768.

B9 Oakland Tribune, Sept. 30, 1956, p. 1, col. 3.
0 CALIF. CONST. art. XXIV; CALIF. GoVT. CODE §§ 18700, 18702, 18850, 18931.
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ity of the AEC.6 1 However, as peacetime use of atomic energy increases
and federal responsibility diminishes, state responsibility increases.62
E. Financial Liability
The operator of atomic energy facilities is liable to find himself subject
to incalculable financial responsibility. Whenever radioactive materials are
released into the environment in dangerous quantities, the operator will in
all probability be held liable for extensive damages either on the theory of
absolute liability' or on the basis of negligence which may be easily established because of the newness of the industry.' Similarly, the potential
liability arising from the sale of drugs and articles containing radioactive
material through the application of the doctrine of absolute liability for
defective food products must be considered.6 5
The safety record of AEC reactor operations has been remarkably
good.66 However, as the transition from government monopoly to a multiplicity of private operators competing for a peacetime industrial market
takes place, a more serious safety threat will probably result. The press of
competition may cause the taking of risks that otherwise would not be
taken.
Insurance.-Granteda potential financial liability, the question of the
availability of adequate insurance immediately arises. While the state exercises exclusive broad regulatory powers over the insurance business,6 7 the
initiative for supplying insurance to the atomic energy industry has been
exercised on a national level. An Insurance Study Group appointed by the
AEC reported its conclusions from a study of the insurance problems developing from peacetime atomic energy use. Initially, the group resolved that
"the catastrophe potential, although remote, is more serious than anything
now known in industry."68 It was felt that conventional practices would
suffice for insuring physical damage to plant and equipment, loss of use
and Workmen's Compensation; however, third party liability was another
61 Atomic Energy Act of 1954, § 107(b).
6 For example, a civil engineer must submit his qualifications to, and be registered by, a
state board. CALIF. Bus. & PROF. CODE § 6730.
63 PROSSER, TORTS (2d ed. 1955) 336; 44 GEO. L.J. 58 (1955).
64 "It will be a rare case when any activity is carried on in such manner that, if you had

to do it over again, you wouldn't do it a little diffierently or a little better." Testimony of
Francis McCure, Vice-President of General Electric, Hearings Before Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy, Feb. 29, March 1, 5, 6, 1956, p. 448.
65 See Graham v. Bottenfeld, 176 Kan. 68, 269 P.2d 413 (1954).
66 Over 13 years, no large accidents and only 17 personal injuries (two deaths) due to
radiation over-exposure. See Stason, Peacetime Atomic Energy Development in the Field of
Law, 1955 Is. L.J. 738.
67 15 U.S.C.A. §§ 1011-1015 (The McCarran Act).
68 See AEC Press Release No. 662, July 13, 1955.
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question. Through the pooling of hundreds of insurance companies, an aggregate liability capacity of $65,000,000 was developed, although this was
only in the planning stage.69 At the same time, various bills have been introduced into the Congress to provide for federal support up to five hundred
70
million dollars, which is apparently a more realistic figure.
While the amount of liability involved here seems to require national
action, ultimately the State Insurance Commissioner will need to involve
himself in other aspects of the program. The form of policy, exclusions,
rates, etc., are all within the jurisdiction of the state agency. 71 Similarly,
72
the application of existing policies to atomic accidents must be considered.
Safe reserves for operating companies and the validity of pooling arrangements must be taken into account. Consideration must be given to the adequacy of Workmen's Compensation insurance in this new industry.73
Statute of Limitations.-Since radiation cannot be humanly perceived
and a long period of time may elapse before any of its effects are known,
an extensive re-examination of the normal California rule that a personal
injury action must be brought within one year after the event causing the
accident has occurred seems indicated. 74
Governmental and CharitableImmunity.-Hospitals and universities
are extensive users of radioactive materials and reactors in research today.
The University of California has been particularly active in this respect.
Probably there is little likelihood of a serious accident arising from these
activities, but the possibility must still be considered. The tort liability of
,the University of California as a state instrumentality would depend upon
the nature of the activities engaged in by it, that is, "governmental" or
"proprietory. ' 7 5 Perhaps public concern might be lessened by a clarification of the liability involved.
In California there is no immunity of charitable organizations, such as
private universities and hospitals. 76 However, in any state where this doctrine is applicable it might give rise to the possibility of many incompensable serious injuries.
69 AEC Press Release No. 796, March 19, 1956.
70 See Nickel and Kenney, "Tort Liability Incident to Atomic Power Use and the Need
for Adequate Atomic Insurance Laws, (June 29-30, 1956, Meeting of Atomic Energy Committee of Mineral Law Section of American Bar Association).
71 See CALIF. Isua
cE CODE.
72 For example, whether a nuclear reaction is a "fire" or "explosion" within the meaning
of those terms in fire and casualty insurance. See Kelly, Fire Insurance Problems in the Atomic
Age, IrRsutRmc L.J. 666 (1955).
73 See text at notes 31 and 32 supra.
74 CALIF. CODE CIv. PROC. § 339(3).
75 See generally Pianka v. California, 46 Cal.2d ......... 239 P.2d 458 (1956).
7
OMalloy v. Fong, 37 Cal.2d 356, 232 P.2d 241 (1951); PROSSER, ToRTs 784-788 (2d ed.

1955).
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II

Promoting Atomic Energy
Bearing in mind always the potential hazards of atomic industrial development, the state must nevertheless balance against these the uncalculable economic benefits offered the citizens of California. It has already
been noted that the state has done little to anticipate the hazards of atomic
energy. It has done less to encourage its growth.
Despite the unawareness of state officials and the public, California is
one of the primary areas of nuclear development. The University of California was a pioneer in the field of research with its cyclotron at Berkeley
and the capable guidance of world-renowned scientists. This research and
developmental activity, at both the Berkeley and Los Angeles campuses,
has stimulated the supply of trained scientific and technical personnel. The
amazing growth of the allied electronics industry, particularly in the San
Francisco Bay area, has probably contributed to the growth of the radiation development.
At any rate, to consider only the Bay Area, there is an existing atomic
industry in its early stages. General Electric has moved its nuclear research
and developmental center to San Jose. Tracerlab, Inc., the New England
pioneer in the production of isotopic compounds, has recently commenced
production activity in Richmond where it had for some time maintained
solely a research staff. Aerojet-General Nucleonics has commenced extensive developmental activities at San Ramon, so far having been authorized
to operate a low-powered research reactor.
In stimulating this industrial growth the state should take positive
action on several levels. Foremost is the development of a regulatory framework which equates the recognition of hazards with the necessity of avoiding stultification of the industry. Essential to this is the formulation of
standards through joint consultation with the AEC, industry, labor and
state authorities. To follow should come a realistic control and development
program. Ancillary to this too is a broad program of public education and
information realistically appraising potential hazards, social and economic
advances, and silencing the irrational fear of the unknown.
Equal in importance is the continued activity of our universities and
colleges in carrying out research work and developing increasing numbers
of trained scientists and technicians. It is to be expected that the Regents
of the University of California and the other officials involved will continue
their excellent work to this end. The recently enacted policy of supplying
state scholarships to promising students, principally directed to assisting
private colleges, is another step in the right direction. However, the train-
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ing of scientists is not wholly a matter of concern at the college level. In
view of the increasingly wide background of knowledge required for advanced training and the wide concern today over what appears to be the
advantage assumed by the Soviet Union in developing scientists, there is a
need for greater emphasis of scientific training at lower educational levels.
Substantial study and action by the State Board of Education, the Superintendent of Public Instruction, and the Department of Education, encouraging this scientific background in our secondary and elementary public
schools, is required to meet this need.
The continued appraisal of regulatory and promotion policies as well as
minute attention to educational programs is in the long run the best insurance that California will be in the forefront of atomic industrial development. However, one might compare the exuberant, and even feverish, activity of the New England states in immediately attracting and encouraging
atomic industry. In February 1954 the New England Governor's Conference created by resolution the New England Committee on Atomic Energy
composed of distinguished citizens of that region particularly qualified to
understand the ramifications of utilizing nuclear energy.
The recommendations of this group indicate the scope of action contemplated:

77

"(1) Each state should review its responsibilities and capabilities in the field
of atomic energy, this to be coordinated within the state and regionally and with
the Federal Government through the appointment of a state coordinator.
"(2) New England members of the U.S. Congress and the AEC should give
priority to New England atomic power development, locate major research and
production installations in that region, together with a regional office of the AEC
and library of classified technical information. The vigorous declassification and
dissemination of all but the most sensitive information should be supported and
continued.
"(3) Educational institutions should seek out the opportunity to construct
four low-powered reactors for research, development and expand relationships with
the Brookhaven National Laboratory of the AEC, offer information to encourage
the choosing of atomic energy careers by students and to acquaint the population
generally with the potentialities and problems of atomic energy, establish a library
of classified technical information.
"(4) Industrial and business leaders should pursue atomic opportunities, particularly the establishment of a high-power, high-flux materials testing reactor
which could be the keystone of further development; broaden their understanding
of the operations, business and policy questions of atomic energy; provide adequate insurance for industrial operations; investigate the many possible uses of
isotopes as tools for production control, processing, and research; and encourage
the establishment of facilities and curricula by educational institutions and the use
77

Ato,,c Energy and New England, The Report of the New England Committee on
Atomic Energy to the New England Governors' Conference (1955). Among the members of
the Committee are Karl T. Compton, Lt. Gen. Leslie R. Groves, and Sumner Pike.
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of these facilities and the Brookhaven Laboratory by industrial and business
78
personnel.
While we cannot determine from across the continent to what extent
these exhortations are being followed, some results are apparent. Statutes
substantially similar to the New England Model Act (referred to later in
this article) have been enacted in Connecticut, Maine, New Hampshire,
and Rhode Island.7 9 An "Atomic Opportunities Day" has been held in Boston. However, whatever concrete results have been accomplished so far,
there can be little doubt but that the publicity given this group, the prestige
attaching to its proposals from the character of the men who compose it,
and the support of the governors of the six states will ultimately bring to
the public, business, labor and educational leaders, as well as state officers
and administrators, an awareness of the problems and potential benefits of
atomic energy that cannot be matched elsewhere.
While it is doubtful that the same basis for coordinated regional action
exists in the western states as in New England, there is no reason why California cannot itself take somewhat similar steps to assure for its citizens
the benefits of atomic development. It is worth noting too that there is no
trace of the "Booster" philosophy of George F. Babbitt in the New England efforts. Nothing could be more appalling than the many states competing with one another for more business while ignoring, or even slighting,
the hazards that are a concomitant of the development of atomic energy.
The New England experience shows that it is possible to work to attract
this new industry while maintaining a sophisticated and realistic awareness
of the dangers involved.

III
Legislative Proposals
If any point has been emphasized throughout this article, it is that there
are great hazards to the public and equally great benefits that are sure to
arise as an atomic energy industry develops in California and throughout
the United States. That this development will have a baffling many-sided
effect on the already complicated matrix of state government here and elsewhere is similarly apparent. That some immediate state action is necessary
is almost unanimously agreed. The nature and extent of that action is another question. If we can assume that some state action is required, we
arrive at the question of methods and procedures that are the perennial
problem of government.
78

Id. at 2-4.

79 Conn. Pub. Acts, June Spec. Sess., 1955, No. 46; Me. Acts, 1955, c. 105; N.H. Acts,
1955, c. 281; R.I. Pub. Laws, 1955, c.3416.
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The New England Model Statute
The New England Committee on Atomic Energy in its report of July
1955 proposed a "Draft of an Act to Coordinate Development and Regulatory Activities Relating to the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. ' 80 The
substance of this act is to carry out the premise that "Each state should
embark on an orderly review of the state's responsibilities and capabilities
in the atomic energy field."18 ' The development of an atomic energy industry will call for changes in state laws and regulations pertaining to "health
and safety, working conditions, workmen's compensation, transportation,
public utilities, life, health, accident, fire, and casualty insurance, the conservation of natural resources, including wildlife, and the protection of
,,.2 Each department and
streams, rivers, and airspace from pollution .
agency of the state is directed "to pursue continuing studies as to needs, if
any, for changes in the laws and regulations administered by it,... and,
on the basis of such studies, to make such recommendations for the enactment of... or amendments to the laws administered by it, and such proposals for amendments to the regulations issued by it, as may appear necessary and appropriate."' In order to coordinate the activity of the many
agencies a Coordinator of Atomic Development Activities is to be appointed by the Governor. In addition to working with state agencies, he will
serve as liaison with the federal government and other states. A constant
flow of information from the coordinator to the agencies and vice versa is
required. The agencies are required to inform the coordinator "fully and
currently" of their activities relating to atomic energy. 4 Similarly the coordinator is required to keep the agencies informed as to private and public
activities affecting atomic industrial development throughout the state.
It should be noted that there is no grant of rule-making authority to
the coordinator with respect to any phases of atomic activity. Regulations
are to be issued by the agncies directly concerned with whatever problem
is at issue through their general power over transportation, workmen's compensation, or whatever it might be. The only proviso is that no regulation
issued by any agency "applying specifically to an atomic energy matter"
shall become effective until thirty days after it is submitted to the coordinator.8 5 He has no veto power over the regulation but has a chance to make
SOAtomic Energy and New England, supra note 78, at 63-68. See also Krebs and Hamilton, The Role of the States in Atomic Development, 21 LAW AND CONTEMP. PROB. 182, 204-210
(1956).
81
Atomic Energy and New England,supra note 78, at 2.
82
Sec. 1b, Atomic Energy and New England, supra note 78, at 63.
83 Sec. 3, id. at 65.
84 Sec. 4c, id. at 66.
85 Ibid.
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his views known before it becomes effective. His control is limited to influencing the agency heads, either directly or through their superior, the
Governor.
The only substantive provision in the act is one that prohibits activity
within the state by any person without a license from the AEC when such
a license is required by the AEC. This is to fill a possible gap in the applicability of the federal act should it be challenged as an unlawful exercise
in some respects of federal power.

The NCRP Proposal
InDecember of 1955 the National Committee on Radiation Protection,
whose handbooks on safety standards for radiation have long been accepted
as authoritative, reversed to some extent its previous stand against legislative regulation of radiation exposure and presented "A Suggested State
Radiation-Protection Act." 6 In fairness to the NCRP it should be observed that the incorporation of its recommendations into legislation is
neither recommended nor opposed. It proposes an act, however, should a
state decide "of its own volition" to develop such legislation . 7 It is heartening to see this committee permit the sovereign states to decide for themselves the need for legislation.
One could never accuse the committee of timidity in drafting its proposed act. In fact the detailed provisions of the act in contrast to the former
stand of the committee against any legislation suggests the reformed sinner
who is the most feverish of crusaders.
At the outset it is decided that radiation control requires new legislation and a new and separate agency for administration (although the distinction between legislation and administration does not seem to be seriously considered).
"We have emphasized the desirability of suitable basic enabling legislation as
opposed to detailed technical legislation. As a matter of fact, many States already

have Acts of various sorts, usually as a part of a general Labor or Health Act,
under which, either directly or by some stretch of imagination, radiation-control
regulation can be established ....
"In case it is decided necessary to legislate concerning use of radiation, we
believe matters ought not to be handled with side-door approach. Radiation con88
trol deserves its own integrated Act covering all types of hazardous radiations."
In order to avoid the "side-door" approach, the committee would establish a new agency (State Radiation-Control Agency) 8 with more extensive
powers and duties than has been suggested by any other source.
86

Regulation of Radiation Exposure by Legislative Means, 61

STANDARDS HANDBOOK

27-35 (1955).

87 Id. at iii.

88 Id. at 26.
89 Sec. 3, id. at 27.

NATIONAL BUREAU
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The agency has extensive duties with respect to research and information. 0 It is to develop policies and programs for the evaluation and determination of hazards associated with the use of radiation and their amelioration; advise, consult and cooperate with other state agencies, the federal
government and other groups; accept and administer loans, grants, or other
funds or gifts; encourage, participate in, or conduct studies, investigations,
training, research, and demonstrations relating to the control of radiation
hazard, the measurement of radiation, the effects on health of exposure to
radiation, and related problems; collect and disseminate information relating to the determination and control of radiation exposure and hazard.
A broad grant of rule-making power is made to the agency. "It shall
adopt and promulgate such rules and regulations as may be necessary to
further the purposes of the act ("to encourage the constructive uses of
radiation and to control any associated harmful effects")."1 It shall devise,
modify, repeal, promulgate, and enforce rules and regulations as necessary
to implement or effectuate the powers and duties of the agency under the
act."2 It may issue, modify, or revoke orders prohibiting or abating the discharge of radioactive material or waste into the ground, air, or waters of
the state in accordance with the provisions of this act and rules and regulations adopted thereunder.13 Additionally the agency is authorized to render opinions upon request concerning the radiation hazard from proposed
design and shielding of radiation sources.94 The agency may make inspections of radiation sources, shielding, and immediate surroundings. 5
Any person who produces radiation or produces, uses, stores, or disposes
of radioactive materials, or alters his activities with respect to a previous
use, must register with the agency." The remainder of the act provides for
many detailed matters, such as proceedings before the board, hearings, inspections, penalties, judicial review, even to a severability clause.
In contrast to the New England proposal which deals with all effects of
the atomic industry on state government, this act is limited to the matter
of radiation exposure. However, in handling this limited problem it would
set up an entirely new agency with vast jurisdiction cutting across the traditional lines of jurisdiction of a great many state bodies and engaging in
very extensive research and educational programs not normally associated
with state agencies. The perplexing problems of workmen's compensation,
90 Sec. 4(a) (b) (c) (d) (e), id. at 29.
91
92

Sec. 4(f), ibid.
Sec. 4(g), ibid.
93
Sec. 4(h), ibid.
94
Sec. 4(i), ibid.
9.5
Sec. 4(j), ibid.
90
Sec. 5, id. at 30.
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public utility regulation, and insurance (to name a small number) must
still be dealt with. It may appear that the NCRP, probably the best qualified body in the United States with respect to the technical understanding
of radiation and radioactivity, has proposed governmental activity that is
too much on the one hand and too little on the other.
Differing Views Presented to a CaliforniaLegislative
Committee
On October 10, 1956, the Radiological Services Advisory Committee
rendered its report to the California State Senate Special Committee on
Governmental Administration. Hearings had been held to consider the need
for a state radiological services agency and state regulations to protect the
public from the hazards of the peacetime use of special nuclear material.
The committee reached unanimous agreement on the proposition that "the
development of atomic energy presents a potential hazard to the health and
lives of the people of the state as the peacetime use of nuclear material increases.""7 However, beyond this point there was such disagreement that
separate reports were issued and separate acts proposed by the majority
and minority groups.
The Majority Report.-The majority recognizes that there is a need
for a State Radiation Protection Agency. The agency should be headed by
a board composed of 16 members appointed by the Governor. The "Radiation Protection Act" proposed by the majority is obviously patterned after
the NCRP proposal with some very significant differences."8 Registration
with the agency is required of all persons dealing with radiation or radioactive materials. Extensive research and informational activity by the
agency is contemplated along the identical lines as that proposed by the
NCRP.
However, none of the extensive regulatory powers of the NCRP agency
are proposed by the majority recommendation. Instead the agency would
only be authorized to offer technical advice and assistance to other agencies
and to carry on inspections at the request of other agencies. The result then
is a watered-down version of the NCRP act; an agency primarily for research purposes which would serve as a vehicle for registration. While the
agency is directed to coordinate state action generally with respect to radiation exposure, it is doubtful that this would be given sufficient emphasis in
light of the other duties. Curiously enough, as limited as this proposed act
97 Report of Radiological Services Advisory Committee to Senate Special Committee on
Governmental Administration, dated Oct. 10, 1956.
98 Apart from the similarity of title, sections 1, 4(b) (c)(d)(e) (f), and 6 of the majorityproposed Act are practically verbatim copies of sections 1, 4(a) (b) (c) (d)(e), and 5 of the
suggested NCRP Act.
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is in many ways, the jurisdiction of the agency would be expanded to developing programs for the protection of the people from war-caused radiation hazards, which is a surprising item in a report purportedly dealing with
hazards arising from the peacetime use of radioactive material.
The Minority Report.-The minority takes the view that the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954 "completely" preempts the field of regulation "with
respect to the use of special nuclear material and by-products, and particularly in the area of health and safety" to the federal government. 9 That
activity involving radiation not covered by the AEC is best controlled by
existing state agencies. That research by a state agency would be presumptuous. The attitude of the minority may best be summed up by a brief
quotation from the report:
"It has occurred to us that the problem has reached the point at which
the continued study, which we believe desirable, is now one which can be
better accomplished by a commission created specifically for this purpose.
At the same time we wish to reiterate our concern over premature regulation in this field where so little is yet known."' 00
To investigate atomic industry in California and its impact on the
health and safety of the people, a Radiological Safety Board, composed of
five members, would be created to supply annual reports to the Legislature.
Only upon request would the board consult with and advise a state agency
as to any matters relating to atomic energy. The board would coordinate
its activities with the AEC and recommend rules or regulations to the Legislature to assist in this coordination.
What appears to be a unique provision is that no regulation of "any
state agency affecting or pertaining to the production or utilization of
atomic energy shall become effective until approved by the board and the
Legislature (requiring majority of elected members of Legislature)." Actually this would in many cases effectively prohibit radiation regulation, until
such time as a five-man board decides in what manner the eighty-five administrative agencies should best deal with the problems of atomic industry.
The minority report in many provisions is based upon the model draft
of the New England Committee. 1°1 Except that it ignores the basic provisions of that proposal, viz., intensive studies by existing agencies coordinated by a high-ranking state officer.

99

Note 97 supra at 5.
o0 Id. at 8.
101For example, sections 25625, 25626, and 25631-25635 of the minority proposal are
practically identical to sections la, 1b, 7a, 7b, 7d, 7e, and 7c of the New England Model Draft.
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IV
Suggested Considerations for Immediate Action in California
California and her sister states stand at the threshold of the development of a great new industry. Yet, the nature of atomic activity is but
dimly understood by most of us. The precise areas of public protection that
call for state action are not clear. In California, there has been no really
effective step taken to investigate and at least broadly define the problems
that are in need of solution. Before specific and definitive legislation can
be enacted, this survey of areas of endeavor must be examined into, catalogued, and evaluated. This covers problems of industry, labor, enforcement, law, governmental organization, education and the myriad other
areas suggested by this article, as well as those not touched upon, such as
local ordinances. Even after this fundamental requirement is accomplished,
the complete solution will not be evident nor should it be expected. However, without an acute awareness of these problems on the part of the Legislature, Governor and all state agencies, boards and commissions, no sound
approach can even be begun. A piecemeal attack would, in the opinion of
the writers, be a grave error and a distinct disservice to the state.
It is our considered opinion that the establishment of a new state agency
to deal solely with atomic energy problems would be unfortunate. Already
existing are complicated problems of jurisdiction between present state
agencies; for
example, consider the matter of water "contamination" and
"pollution."' 1' 2 To introduce additional jurisdictional problems through the
creation of another agency would only compound the confusion. Public and
industrial problems tend to exist as conditions occur and not as jurisdictional lines would indicate. For example, while radioactive materials contaminate streams, they are likewise equally contaminated by less romantic
elements. There seems to be no good reason why three agencies, instead of
the present two, should be concerned, depending on the source of the fouling matter. Similarly, an industrial plant utilizing radioactive materials
has just as many of the same industrial safety problems of more prosaic
business, such as safe stairs, adequate ventilation, exits, and the like. In
short, it appears that agencies accustomed to dealing with normal hazards
in their field can adjust themselves without too much difficulty to dealing
with abnormal hazards. Likewise, the accumulated "know how" in the areas
of traditional jurisdiction and the ability to work out mutual problems is
so great that to divorce, separate and divide this great well of wisdom and
experience would be to toss aside one of the greatest attributes of a stable
government. It may be objected that these agencies know nothing of radia102

See text at note 36, supra.
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tion. Amazing as it may seem, this is not true. Many state employees are
remarkably well informed on the subject and with the fundamental backgrounds in their special fields of endeavor, will rapidly take this new extension of their field in stride. On the other hand, trained and competent men
must be acquired under any circumstances. Whether acquired for an existing agency or a new one seems immaterial. Too, a new agency will be covering of necessity much the same ground that the established agencies do.
Coordination of proposed legislation and proposed rules and regulations
which may be promulgated by the numerous state agencies is of paramount
importance and should be in the hands of a person in a central position in
the state government.
To suggest methods of meeting this vast problem headlong requires
courage, particularly in view of the self-evident disagreement on theory
of approach and method by many authorities. However, not to conclude
and not to suggest would require even greater courage on the part of the
authors. What we fervently hope is that this article may supply a bit of
the emphasis needed to start a realistic and earnest endeavor to meet this
on-rushing, giant-atomic energy.
The Legislature of California is composed of a great cross-section of
minds and experience. In its wisdom and that of the executive branch lies
the opportunity for legislation and implementation. The writers suggest:
1. An immediate directive by executive order or by legislative mandate
that all state agencies, boards, commissions and authorities examine into,
evaluate and prepare a report of the areas involving atomic energy development and control within their respective jurisdictions wherein they are now
or envision in the future they will be concerned. These reports to be supplied to the Governor. It would appear that a legislative mandate would
be preferable in order to encompass all agencies including those outside the
scope of gubernatorial authority.
2. A legislative request that at the earliest possible time a report be
made by the Governor and other agencies outside his control of progress
in the areas in which they are concerned.
3. Consideration of authorization by the Legislature of a new position
on the staff of the Governor of a coordinator of atomic development activities, such person to be appointed by the Governor, paid an adequate salary
and provided with a budget and staff to accomplish his task. The coordinator to be directly responsible to the Governor and to act as the depository, and conduit for the flow of information, and correlation of all proposed statutory provisions, rules and regulations and ideas for the development and control of atomic activities. Among other things he should also
be responsible for disseminating this material, recommending legislation,
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coordinating state and local activities with the AEC, and maintaining a
registry of all radiation sources for information purposes only. His exact
duties, authority and control over action on atomic activities to be determined by the Legislature.
4. Consideration of a means whereby rules and regulations now proposed or about to be enacted by agencies will be correlated at the present
time.
5. Study the feasibility of establishing an advisory council, under the
Governor, generally similar in operation to the present statutory Governor's
Council" 3 with deletions of certain members and the addition of others,
such as from the Public Utilities Commission, State Water Pollution Control Board and the Attorney General. This council to receive full information from the coordinator, to evaluate it and to advise him on all matters.
The amount of control and authority of the council to be determined as
part of an all-over plan by the Legislature.
6. Consider authorization, with necessary funds available for its operation, of a combined Official and Citizens' Committee composed of crosssections of the population and industry, labor, medicine, educators, science
and state to broadly study and report on the field.
7. Consider a study of local problems in this field, possibly through the
League of California Cities and the County Board of Supervisors Association with the assistance of the Council of State Governments.
8. Memorialize the Congress, and urge the state's representatives in
Congress, to clarify the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 to bring about as clear
a specification as possible of the areas where total preemption on the part
of the federal government is necessary and intended as well as to indicate
where state action is possible.'
9. Make a careful examination of the New England Plan, looking toward its possible adoption with modification.' °
The suggestions above given are not intended to be all-inclusive nor
necessarily anything more than the writers' opinion as to a possible plan
103 CALiF. Govr. CODE § 12040. This council consists of the Directors of Finance, Education, Public Works, Motor Vehicles, Public Health, Mental Hygiene, Agriculture, Industrial
Relations, Social Welfare, Natural Resources, Investment, Professional and Vocational Standards, Veterans Affairs, Corrections, Fish and Game and the Youth Authority, the State Fire
Marshal and the Chairman of the California Employment Stabilization Commission and the
Adjutant General.
104 For a general workshop discussion of the problems of state regulation and some suggestions, see Workshops on Legal Problems of Atomic Energy, University of Michigan Law
School, Summer Institute 1956.
105 See Atomic Energy and New England, The Report of the New England Committee on
Atomic Energy to the New England Governors' Conference (1955). See also Krebs and Hamilton, The Role of the States in Atomic Development, 21 LAW AND CONTEMP. PROB. 182, 204-210
(1956).
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and suggested approach to a start toward a logical and reasonable solution
to the problem. Ideas are needed, all should be examined, weighed and evaluated before they are discarded. From ideas, new ideas will occur. Imagination and vision are needed. California, with its great population and great
minds, can supply the necessary impetus for it to face up to its responsibilities in the atomic age. This will not be done by strangling atomic development because of panic over possible hazards, nor by relinquishing legitimate state interests to the federal government. Rather state officers and
agencies must take deliberate and immediate action to understand the
problems associated with atomic development. Cooperation with the federal
government, our sister states, and the industry itself will reasonably insure
that California is able to fully enjoy the benefits of this latest industrial
revolution while not falling prey to its perils.

